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We help legal departments quickly answer questions about their contracts

Della is a contract review software which allows legal departments to effectively manage
their workload. This means businesses and law firms can focus more time on legal work not
paperwork.

At the core of Della is the ability to define your own checklists to review contracts.
Checklists simplify, reduce risk and speed up manual processes.

Thanks to its innovative use of AI, Della will answer the questions from your checklists, and
continuously learns from user corrections to accelerate the process even more. 
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About Della

Regulatory risk Multijurisdiction deals

Stay up to date with
regulatory changes with ease

Reduce need to outsource to
foreign counsel with Della's

translation capability

Cost efficiency pressure

Relieve time pressure and
increase efficiency



Della's translation feature enables users to ask questions in English and get answers in
English regardless of the language of the document itself. This means that GCs can
quickly review and analyse documents without the need or significantly reduce the need
to outsource to foreign counsel. 

Once documents have been uploaded and checklists created, Della’s project dashboard
provides a bird’s eye view of all documents and data points which significantly improves
matter scoping. Furthermore, Della’s commentary field enables a consistency of
language and approach across different jurisdictions.
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Multijurisdiction operations and deals
USE CASE

THE CHALLENGE

Difficulty navigating new markets and securing cross-border deals

As company leaders seek out new
revenues and enter many new markets,
either through cross-border sales efforts
or expanded operations, lawyers who
are trained in one jurisdiction are
expected to navigate all those foreign
frameworks and still manage
counterparty risks.

Post-merger review and application of
standard terms across large batches of
documents. 
Legal departments struggle with 
 normalisation and consistency of
terms.

THE SOLUTION

How Della helps
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Built-in analytics
Della provides clear and
consistent answers to questions
about any legal document

Multiple languages 
Della can analyse
documents in English,
French, Swedish, Chinese
and the list is growing

Market standards
Select from 20+ checklists for
specific document types, for
example Commercial Leases,
M&A and DD, or create your
own

Review status 
You can add multiple users
to a project and monitor
review status/progress in
real time 

Advanced reporting
Della provides instant and
bespoke reporting capabilities

Della is a legal tech startup which accelerates the
review of any contract whilst retaining traceability

and reporting capabilities

Why Della?

Easy to use 
Anyone can use Della, no
technical skills required
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Visit: www.dellalegal.com Email: hello@della.ai|
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Competitive advantage
Many clients request AI tech to
be used on deals and
negotiations

Risk mitigation
Apply new compliance terms
and regulations across new
and historic documents using
pre-set checklists quickly


